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Impact of automation on long haul trucking
operator-hours in the United States
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Automated long haul trucking is being developed for commercial deployment in the United

States. One possible mode of deployment for this technology is a “transfer-hub” model where

the operationally less complex highway driving is automated, while human drivers drive the

more complex urban segment of the route. We study the possible net impacts on tractor-

trailer operator-hours from this mode of deployment. Using data from the 2017 Commodity

Flow Survey, we gather information on trucking shipments and the operator-hours required to

fulfill those shipments. We find that up to 94% of long haul trucking operator-hours may be

impacted as the technology improves to operate in all weather conditions. If the technology is

however restricted to the southern states where the majority of companies are currently

testing automated trucking, we find that only 10% of operator-hours are impacted. We

conduct interviews with industry stakeholders including tractor-trailer operators on the

feasibility of such a system of deployment. We find that an increase in short haul operation is

unlikely to compensate for the loss in long haul operator-hours, despite public claims to this

effect by the developers of the technology. Policymakers should consider the impact of

different scenarios of deployment on the long haul trucking workforce.
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Introduction

Automated driving technology is currently being tested on
public roads in the United States in both the light vehicle
and heavy duty segments. Given the likely reduced

operational complexity involved in highway driving, several
companies are currently working on developing automation for
long haul trucking, which is designed to work as per a “transfer-
hub” model (Hickman et al., 2018; Transport Topics, 2018). This
would involve an automated truck (AT) completing the highway
leg of the route and human drivers undertaking the more com-
plex suburban-urban segments at both the starting and end
points of the journey. Truck ports near highways would be used
to switch out the trailer from the prime mover and enable this
switch at both ends. For a schematic of the possible transfer-hub
model see Fig. 1.

The promise of ATs has led to widespread concern about job
losses in long haul trucking, which is a common profession in the
United States, particularly for men with high-school educations
(Wertheim, 2020). On the other hand, it has also been noted,
often by the companies developing this technology, that long haul
trucking currently faces a labor shortage and automation will
create new short haul jobs, which will more than make up for the
long haul jobs lost. As a result of these conflicting claims, as well
as the uncertainty over the technology itself and its limitations,
there is little clarity on how automated trucking will be deployed
and its economic and political ramifications, such as the impact
on the long haul trucking labor market.

We use data from the Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) 2017
(United States Census Bureau, 2020), which is a dataset jointly
produced by the U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Bureau of Transpor-
tation Statistics, and the U.S. Department of Commerce. CFS
produces a sample of shipments in the United States including
data on the type, origin and destination, value, weight, modes of
transportation, and distance shipped. We estimate the operator-
hours required for different routes using origin and destination
information for trucking shipments from the CFS dataset, which
enables us to estimate highway and (sub)urban splits for each
shipment. We consider the technological constraints of auto-
mated trucking to make more refined estimates of the possible
near term impacts of automation on long haul trucking operator-
hours in the United States by assessing different scenarios of
deployment. We find that contrary to strong claims by companies
developing this technology (Gilroy, 2019), the loss in long haul
operator-hours is unlikely to be compensated for by an increase
in demand for short haul drivers. We find large labor impacts
from the deployment of the transfer-hub model, contingent on
the pace of progress of automation technology’s ability to func-
tion in different operating conditions. We compare the

capabilities of automation with the tasks truck drivers are
required to perform through discussions with industry stake-
holders, including long haul operators. This allows us to have a
realistic assessment of the tasks the technology will be required to
perform over the highway legs and explore the feasibility of such
deployment scenarios. In this framework, where jobs are con-
sidered as a bundle of tasks, our work builds on an extensive
literature in the social sciences (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011;
Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2019; Arntz et al., 2016). Through our
limited sample of interviews, we discover reluctance to shift to
new modes of operation such as short haul driving that will result
from any application of the transfer-hub mode of deployment.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section “Literature
review” reviews the existing literature on job impacts of AT.
Section “Methods” describes our methods for both the analysis of
operator-hour impacts and semi-structured interviews. Section
“Results” presents the results and section “Conclusion and policy
implications” concludes.

Literature review
Given the relatively recent advances in automated driving
technology, there are a limited number of studies that have
been conducted on the job impacts of automation on truck
driver jobs. Viscelli (2018) has analyzed the impact of auto-
mation based on a similar “transfer-hub” operational model
assumption shown in Fig. 1, where highway driving is auto-
mated while human drivers perform the urban segments of the
route. Using revenue data from major trucking carriers and
estimates of average per driver revenue, Viscelli (2018) esti-
mates nearly 300,000 long haul jobs to be at risk. As per the
analysis, these at-risk jobs are primarily concentrated in dry
van and refrigerated trucking, which are characterized by high
turnover and low wages (Viscelli, 2018).

Similarly, Gittleman and Monaco (2020) have undertaken a
study analyzing the potential job losses from automation. They
also find that contrary to several estimates in the media, the upper
bound on job losses from automation are likely to be 400,000
jobs, far less than popular estimates of 1–2 million jobs at risk.
Gittleman and Monaco (2020) perform this analysis using 2002
Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS) data to gather esti-
mates of the operational use of heavy trucks. They then apportion
the number of long haul truck drivers using Occupational
Employment Statistics data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Their study also notes that only a specific aspect of trucking—
long haul highway driving—is ripe for automation and that
operators who perform other tasks or are involved in customer

Fig. 1 Schematic showing the possible operation of a transfer-hub model where a human driven truck drives the load from the origin to the first truck
port where the load is switched to an automated prime mover shown in black. This completes the highway leg of the journey to another truck port where
a human driven truck takes the load from the port to the final destination.
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facing roles such as in package delivery services are unlikely to
face job losses (Gittleman and Monaco, 2020).

Groshen et al. (2019) consider different scenarios of adoption
of automation and analyze the job impacts in different sectors of
the economy using simulations and consultations with industry
experts. They estimate 60–65% of heavy truck and tractor-trailer
truck driving jobs to be eliminated with full implementation of
automation (Groshen et al., 2019).

Waschik et al. (2021) leverage a dynamic model of the U.S.
economy to simulate the macroeconomic impacts of automated
trucking in the economy. They consider three different speeds of
adoption: slow, medium and fast and find that employment in
for-hire trucking falls by 20–25 percent and in private trucking by
4–5 percent across the scenarios considered (Waschik et al.,
2021). Broader benefits in terms of productivity and employment
in the economy are found to outweigh the employment impacts
on long haul operators and the study assumes that long haul
operators will switch to short haul jobs, minimizing the overall
effect on the workforce (Waschik et al., 2021).

Finally, future of work studies around the deployment of
automated vehicles have also delved into the issue of job losses in
trucking from automation. For instance, Leonard et al. (2020)
suggest that automation will create new roles such as remote
management of trucks, dispatching, and field support while dis-
rupting day driving jobs. However, they do not estimate the
number or share of jobs at risk.

We found no examples in the literature of analyses that used
trucking routes and shipment data or examined the specific
capabilities of the technology (e.g., only operating in favorable
weather conditions) to estimate the labor impacts of automated
trucking. We also found no studies that undertook interviews
with stakeholders including long haul operators to understand
their perspectives on the tasks required over the highway legs.

Outside of the specific case of automated trucking, we also find
a broad literature in economics on the impacts of automation on
employment. Frey and Osborne (2013) model the probability of
computerization for different occupations and find that workers
in transportation and logistics are among those at high risk of
automation, partly due to their low wages and low levels of
educational qualifications. However, their methods, including
considering that entire occupations rather than single tasks within
jobs can be automated have faced criticism. Arntz et al. (2016)
have shown that jobs are a bundle of tasks and while tasks may be
easy to automate, jobs are often not. As such, forecasts of a large
number of job-losses from automation, such as the study by Frey
and Osborne (2013) can overestimate the impact of automation.
One of the questions that therefore emerges here is the compo-
sition of tasks involved in long haul trucking. We attempt to
unpack this through our semi-structured interviews with truck
operators.

Borland and Coelli (2017) study the impact of automation on
employment in Australia and find that total work available did
not decrease following the introduction of computerization and
that job turnover in the labor market has also not increased due
to computer-based technologies. Mokyr et al. (2015) have ana-
lyzed the history of automation and job losses, explaining how
there has always been anxiety on how technological progress will
cause substitution of machines for human workers, leading to
unemployment. However, such scenarios do not come to pass
because the long-run effects of technology are beneficial in terms
of net job-creation (Autor, 2015) and technology only impacts the
type of jobs available and what they might pay. Technology can
also complement labor resulting in increased productivity, earn-
ings, and demand for labor (Autor, 2015; Bessen, 2019).

Nevertheless, perceptions of large job losses from automation
are present in the social and political discourse. In terms of the

perception of automation in trucking, Dodel and Mesch (2020)
have shown how workers in occupations involving a greater
number of manual or physical tasks, such as in the case of long
haul trucking, can have more negative perceptions regarding the
impact of automation on their livelihood. Orii et al. (2021) ana-
lyzed discussions related to automation among the members of
the r/Truckers subreddit and found that <1% of comments had
positive views on automation.

Methods
We contribute to the literature in the field by drawing on the CFS
data (United States Census Bureau, 2020) to get a reliable esti-
mate of the density of long haul trucking in different regions and
the operator-hours required for different routes. Our primary
analysis is centered in the use of freight data along with routing
and operator-hour algorithms to estimate the share of operator-
hours that may be lost to automation. We complement this
quantitative analysis with a limited number of interviews with
long haul trucking stakeholders to understand the feasibility of a
transfer-hub mode of deployment. Overall, our mixture of
quantitative and qualitative methods is based on the triangulation
method (Jick, 1979), useful for analyzing socio-technical transi-
tions and emerging technologies. We further elaborate on our
methods below.

Data. The Commodity Flow Survey is a well known dataset for
transportation planning and research, produced every five years
by the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics, U.S. Census
Bureau, and the U.S. Department of Commerce. The latest
iteration, CFS 2017, is a sample of 5.9 million shipments from
approximately 60,000 responding establishments (United States
Census Bureau, 2020). We disregard inter-modal shipments and
focus on shipments delivered through for-hire trucks and private
trucks. We only consider shipments routed over >150 miles as
those are commonly classified as long haul (FMCSA, 2020;
Viscelli, 2018). This subset contains nearly 1.5 million trucking
shipments detailing origin and destination states, shipment dis-
tance, weight, and financial quarter. The data also contain a
weighting factor, which can be used to estimate the total number
of shipments of that type in the population.

Routing. We draw on the Google Maps API and the GGMAP
package (Kahle and Wickham, 2013) in R to estimate highway
and (sub)urban splits for each shipment. For the purposes of
routing we categorize two types of shipments in the dataset:
intrastate and inter-state. Intrastate shipments are those where
the shipment does not cross state borders. Inter-state shipments
are those where the state of origin is different to the state of
destination.

We apply a differentiated methodology to calculate the
highway and (sub)urban splits for each shipment depending on
whether the shipment is within a state or across it and depending
on whether the shipment has listed origin and destination
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). MSAs are listed for many
but not all shipments in the dataset. If MSAs are not provided, we
use the closest approximation of origin or destination location.

The different types of shipments and the methods used to
calculate the highway and (sub)urban splits and highway and
urban average speeds are shown in Table 1.

For inter-state shipments we proceed as follows. Where
possible we use the origin and destination MSAs from the CFS
dataset in Google Maps and estimate the highway and urban
distance ratios (details provided in the next subsection) for those
routes, which we then apply to the actual shipment distance from
the dataset. To do this, we assume that the precise origin or
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destination is the centroid of the MSA. For shipments that specify
either the origin or destination MSA (but not both), or specify
neither origin nor destination metropolitan areas, we use the rest
of the state centroid, which is defined as the centroid of all other
areas of the state that are not listed MSAs. Note that this is an
approximation that affects the estimate of the highway and
sub(urban) split but does not affect the distance of the shipment,
which is provided in the CFS dataset.

For intrastate journeys we apply the same method for
shipments, which have specified origin and destination MSAs.
For those that do not, we apply the highway and sub(urban) split
derived from the Freight Analysis Framework dataset (Bureau of
Transportation Statistics, 2012) by splitting the roads into those
have average speeds below and above 50 mph.

Let the place of origin be designated as po,i and place of
destination be designated as pd,i where i is a shipment. Then,
consider a shipment from po,i to pd,i where po,i and pd,i are set as
per the cases listed in Table 1. The Google Maps API where
applicable then provides us with detailed route directions, which
list the amount of time driven for any stretch of road before the
next turn and so on. This allows us to calculate speeds for each
section and then split the drive into segments, which are greater
than or equal to 50 mph (classified as highway) and below
50 mph (classified as urban or suburban). Note that the route
suggested by Google Maps may be different depending on the
time of day that the API request is sent. We therefore ran several
iterations of the routing algorithm at different times of day and
found no discernible difference to our results.

Let the highway segment of this journey be hi and the urban
sections ui. Let the origin-destination distance be di. The highway
to total ratio ri is then defined as:

ri ¼
hi
di

ð1Þ

We then use these calculated ratios for each origin-destination
combination and apply them to the actual shipment distance
from the CFS dataset. This allows us to calculate the highway and
urban leg lengths DS,H,i and DS,U,i for the shipments in the
dataset.

Let the shipment distance be DS,i. Then,

DS;H;i ¼ DS;i � ri ð2Þ
and then,

DS;U;i ¼ DS;i � ð1� riÞ ð3Þ

Operator-hours calculation. The final step involves the calcula-
tion of urban and highway operator-hours. We assume the urban
legs are equally split at the two ends of the journey with the
highway leg in between. We apply a constraint of 11 h of daily
driving as per hour of service (HOS) regulations (FMCSA, 2020)
and then calculate the operator-hours required for the highway
and urban legs of the journey. Using this information and the
aforementioned weighting factor we are then able to calculate the
total operator-hours as well as the share of highway and urban
operator-hours.

Let day1 hours be the number of hours remaining that can be
driven on day 1 of the trip after completing the initial urban leg.
Let O be operator-hours described for both highway leg OH and
urban leg OU. Let highway and urban driving time be TH and TU,
respectively, which can be calculated from the average velocities
VH and VU for the respective segments also derived from the
Google Maps API where applicable. Then for shipment i:

TU;i ¼
DS;U;i

VU;i
ð4Þ
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and similarly

TH;i ¼
DS;H;i

VH;i
ð5Þ

Then, our algorithm to estimate the operator-hours is
described below. Note that ⌈(x)⌉ denotes the ceiling of x and x
%y denotes the remainder of x when divided by y.

Algorithm 1. i from 1: I

day1;i ¼ 11� TU;i

2
if day1,i ≥ TH,i then

OH,i= TH,i

else
if day1,i < TH,i then

OH;i ¼ TH;i þ
TH;i�day1;i

11

� �l m
� 10

end if

if
TH;i�day1;i

11

� �
%11þ TU;i

2 >11 then

OU,i= TU,i+ 10
else
OU,i= TU,i

end if
end if

The algorithm can be explained as follows. If the highway driving
time is less than the number of driving hours remaining on day 1,
then the shipment is simply completed on the day and the
highway operator-hours are equal to the highway driving time.
However, if the highway driving time exceeds this then the driver
undertakes the journey over the following days with 10 h of rest
following 11 h of driving as mandated by law. The urban driving
time is simply the time taken to drive the urban leg if the second
and final urban segment can be completed staying within the
HOS requirements, else it is completed with a day of rest.

With the calculated urban and highway operator-hours for
each trip we can then estimate the total operator-hours across
both highways and urban areas using the trip weighting factor
provided by the CFS dataset. The weighting factor is the estimate
of the true number of trips of such type in the actual population
and is available for each shipment in the CFS dataset. Let the
weighting factor be Π. Further let shipment weight be W. Then
for the total operator-hours OTotal we have:

OTotal ¼ ∑
I

i¼1
ðOH;i þ OU;iÞ � Πi �

W i

TL
ð6Þ

where TL is truckload or the total weight that can be carried on
one fully loaded semi truck.

Then the urban and highway share of the total operator-hours,
US and HS, is simply:

HS ¼ ∑I
i¼1 OH;i � Πi � Wi

TL

OTotal

ð7Þ

US ¼ ∑I
i¼1 OU;i � Πi � W i

TL

OTotal

ð8Þ

Note that the highway share (HS), across both inter-state and
intrastate trucking, is the share of operator-hours at risk from
automated highway trucking. US represents the share of hours
that must still be driven by a human driver.

Notice that if the truckload is a constant, such as for, e.g., fully
loaded class 8 semi trucks, then it cancels in both the numerator
and denominator of equations (7) and (8) and is therefore
irrelevant to our results. More information on methods including
the limitations of our approach are provided in Supplemental
Information (SI) Section 1.

Interviews. In order to obtain some assurance about the
validity of the assumptions underlying the transfer-hub
model, we undertook semi-structured interviews with stake-
holders in the trucking industry using a purposeful sampling
methodology (Robinson, 2014), which was formulated
through authors’ prior work in the automated vehicle domain
(Mohan et al., 2020), as well as prior informal conversations
with companies and researchers in this area, which helped us
identify relevant questions and stakeholders. For our con-
versations with drivers in particular, we used snowball sam-
pling (Naderifar et al., 2017): we identified an initial set of
drivers who have a public profile (e.g., have podcasts or
YouTube Channels about trucking) and asked them to intro-
duce us to their colleagues. We stopped when we achieved data
saturation (Guest et al., 2006): that is, when conversations
with new drivers did not introduce us to new concepts or
phenomena (Hennink et al., 2017). We spoke with stake-
holders across automated trucking startups (2), truck drivers
(5), trucking logistics operators (1), and labor union repre-
sentatives (1). In terms of our selection of different inter-
viewees, we deliberately sought to elevate the voices of truck
drivers in our sample, relative to other actors such as auto-
mated trucking startup CEOs or logistics operators. This is
because of two reasons. Firstly, operators were best placed to
provide us with the operational challenges and opportunities
for the transfer-hub model of automation, given they are
currently in charge of the major task that automation may
replace (driving). Second, much of the narrative and coverage
around automated trucking in the popular media has focused
on the claims made by private operators, without much con-
sideration of whether long haul drivers themselves believe that
a switch to automation is feasible. Note that our sample size
was not designed to enable generalization to all the stake-
holders in long haul trucking. Our sample size and qualitative
method (semi-structured interviews) were instead selected
with an idiographic approach (Robinson, 2014), focused on
gathering detailed insights into the tasks truck drivers per-
formed on a journey. The interviews also highlight interesting
areas for future research. Most importantly, as part of the
triangulation method (Jick, 1979) we use to analyze automated
trucking, the interviews complement our quantitative analysis
of the CFS data and the routing and operator-hour algorithms
we present by providing a feasibility check on the deployment
modes assumed in this paper and which have been promoted
by technology companies. The full list of interviewees is
provided in Table 2.

Results
Our analysis finds that up to 94% of operator-hours for truck
drivers are impacted if the technology is deployed across the
continental U.S. in all conditions. However, if restricted to the
states where testing is currently taking place, only 10% of
operator-hours are impacted. The capabilities of the technology
and decisions around where and how AT should be deployed will
therefore determine the extent of impacts on the long haul
operator labor market. Below we first discuss the findings from
our exploration of possible scenarios of deployment, and their
associated impacts on operator-hours, if realized. We analyze the
extent of the possible increase in short haul jobs if AT delivers
cost and time savings in freight delivery and show that this is
unlikely to outweigh the hours lost to automation. Then, we
present the takeaways from our semi-structured interviews with
stakeholders in long haul trucking. Finally, we end with a brief
discussion on the labor impacts in sectors associated with long
haul trucking.
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Scenarios. We consider different scenarios of deployment, which
correspond to constraints the technology may face in the near-
medium term. They are as follows:

● Deployment in southern, sunny states only—To our
knowledge, significant AT testing currently takes place in
Florida, Texas, and Arizona. We hypothesize that initial
highway deployment will be restricted to states in the
southern sun-belt (see Fig. 2) to minimize risk of exposure
to snow or hail, which may be outside the limits of safe
operation of the technology and therefore only consider
routes between or within these states.

● Deployment across all states over the financial quarters Q2
and Q3, which encompass the spring and summer months
from April 1 to September 30—The CFS dataset lists the
financial quarter of shipment allowing us to assess a
scenario where all journeys that would be performed in
more favorable weather are automated.

● Deployment for journeys above 500 miles only—While AT
may be financially optimal at even short distances of
around 100 miles (see SI Section 2), the time required for
switching trailers and separating urban and highway legs

could mean that journeys, which currently cannot be
performed in a single day given HOS requirements will be
automated first. Long haul operators can comfortably cover
500 miles without stopping so we set this as the threshold.

● Widespread deployment—deployment of transfer-hub-based
AT across the United States and automation of all highway
driving. While this is likely to take several years, it can be
thought of as the most extreme scenario in terms of job losses.
Note that most studies in the literature (Gittleman and
Monaco, 2020; Viscelli, 2018) only consider this scenario .

Operator-hours. Figure 3 shows the impact on operator-hours
across the different scenarios considered, with each scenario
considered as additive (cumulative) to the previous scenario.

In scenario 4, with widespread deployment across the
continental United States, 94% of current operator-hours may
be automated. On the other hand, we find that deployment of
automation only in places where companies are currently testing
the technology, i.e., the southern states, limits the impact to just
10% of operator-hours (scenario 1). These estimates could
represent a potential trajectory, over time, for impacts on

Table 2 List of interviewees.

Number Job Title Affiliation Date

1 Chief Technology Officer Automated Trucking Startup A 24th April 2019
2 Legislative Representative Teamsters 14th August 2019
3 Chief Operating Officer Automated Trucking Startup B 22nd November 2019
4 Senior Manager Large Trucking Logistics Firm 10th February 2020
5 Trucker JB Hunt 22nd September 2020
6 CDL Coordinator CCAC 22nd September 2020
7 Trucker Holland 15th October 2020
8 Trucker Holland 20th October 2020
9 Trucker Poly Trucking 21st October 2020
10 Trucker American Service Line 12th November 2020

Fig. 2 Highlighted southern sun-belt states where a transfer-hub model may first be deployed.
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employment, if the technology improves over time. It is likely that
near term deployment, if any, will be in favorable weather
conditions and in states with favorable regulation, precisely those
states where testing is currently taking place. If this is then further
expanded to all parts of the country but only in the favorable
weather months, i.e., financial Quarter 2 and 3, then we find that
over half of operator-hours could be impacted. If automation is
then extended to all shipments over 500 miles, we find that a
further 33% of operator-hours are impacted. Other possible
deployment scenarios and their impacts are shown in Table S1.

Changes in demand and price elasticity of freight. Automation
is likely to dramatically reduce the need for labor, which constitutes
roughly 40% of the cost of trucking (Williams and Murray, 2020). It
is also likely to eliminate HOS requirements, which currently mean
that-unless two drivers work in tandem-a truck remains idle for
>60% of the time in order to allow the driver to rest (FMCSA, 2020).
As a consequence, automation will reduce the amortized capital cost
of the truck, which constitutes another 16% of the cost of trucking
(Williams and Murray, 2020). Finally, the elimination of HOS
requirements will make trucking faster than it is today, since the
trucks will no longer have to stop for driver breaks. Cost and
delivery time reductions in the delivery of freight through automated
trucking may result in increased demand for trucking shipments.
This may happen in two ways.

First, freight that was previously routed through air, train, or
inter-modal services may now be shifted to long haul trucking.
The modal choice of freight could therefore tilt in favor of
trucking. There is considerable variation in modal elasticity
estimates in the literature (De Jong et al., 2010). For example,
Abdelwahab (1998) has estimated an elasticity of –1.44 and –0.99
for truck modal choice given an increase in trucking shipment
time and cost, respectively. More recently, Christidis et al. (2009)
reviewed a number of studies and found cross-elasticities of rail
and road that range from 0.3 to 2. Dahl (2012) has found limited
elasticity for trucking demand to fuel costs.

Second, cost and time reductions in freight delivered through
trucking may increase demand for freight services in the economy
overall. This increase in demand will increase the overall
operator-hours required to fulfill long haul trucking shipments.

While elasticities vary widely in the literature for these factors
as described above, we find that any resultant increase in demand
for freight from some or all of these factors is likely to have a
small impact on operator-hours. Further, this increase is unlikely
to offset the overall operator-hours at risk due to automation.

For example, even a 50% increase in demand for trucking
services, which translates to an overall elasticity of 5, will only
offset 5% of the at-risk hours due to automation, dropping the
overall share from 94% to 89% of operator-hours at risk. This is
simply because even though such an increase will lead to great
demand for trucking services, the large majority of all operator-
hours will still be needed on the highway (Fig. 3).

A large increase in demand of the magnitude of 50% or more
for trucking services is in fact unlikely. Trucking already
dominates the freight market with 70% of tonnage in the United
States shipped through trucks (Association, 2020a). Freight that is
today delivered through competing modes such as rail is often
because of reasons other than cost or shipment time, for example,
gross weight requirements, or because a close coupling between
the location of the rail tracks and siting of various industrial
facilities. Overall, we find limited evidence in support of the claim
that increases in demand for trucking due to the economic and
productivity gains from automation will create short haul jobs that
will offset the highway operator-hours lost due to automation.

Jobs. What do these impacts on operator-hours imply for jobs? It
is important to note that we do not directly characterize job losses
from automation in trucking, focusing instead on the share of
operator-hours that will be impacted. This is because data for the
number of long haul truck drivers in the United States is not
available to a high level of accuracy, owing to the large number of
owner operators. Estimates have a wide range, from a few hun-
dred thousand to millions of jobs. Studies that attempt to put a
number on the total jobs lost therefore run the risk of a large
error and are often not comparable due to the differing
assumptions about the baseline number of jobs.

Nevertheless, translating the share of operator-hours impacted
to different estimates of the number of long haul trucking
operators in the United States can provide some insight. Previous
analyses has estimated the number of long haul operators to be
between 300,000–400,000 (Gittleman and Monaco, 2020; Viscelli,
2018). Waschik et al. (2021) estimate that there are roughly
550,000 long haul operators, in their modeling of the macro-
economic impacts of automated trucking. Our results on the
share of operator-hours at risk from automation would therefore
mean that anywhere from 30,000 to >500,000 jobs may be
impacted, depending on the scenarios presented above.

Impacts on workers in associated sectors. Finally, automation of
highway trucking will have impacts on more than just tractor-
trailer operators. While outside the focus of this paper, we offer a
brief discussion here. First, automation of highway trucking could
obviate the need for truck stops on the highway or at least make
them far less frequented than before. Employment associated with
operating truck stops will therefore be impacted. These truck
stops currently employ about 70,000 people (See SI Table S2). On
the other hand, the creation of truck ports to facilitate the
transfer-hub model of AT will likely create new jobs. These will
possibly involve new tasks such as switching trailers between the
human and automated prime movers, offering services to human
operators that were previously offered at truck stops, and main-
tenance and safety checks of sensors and other equipment on
board automated trucks before their deployment on a route. To a
first approximation, our analysis indicates that it is possible that
the labor-hours lost at truck stops and other locations on high-
ways could be compensated by new employment opportunities at
transfer-hub ports (see SI Section 4 for more details). However, it
is unclear whether operators in existing jobs at truck stops will be
interested in or qualified for the new jobs that may arise from
deployment of AT.

Fig. 3 The impact on operator-hours as each deployment scenario
becomes feasible, cumulatively building on the previous deployment.
Starting with only a 10% impact on operator-hours, automation can
eventually put 94% of current long haul operator-hours at risk.
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Discussion with Stakeholders. Scholars note that typically, only
some of the tasks that constitute a job, are amenable to auto-
mation (Arntz et al., 2016; Autor, 2015). As such, tasks are easy to
automate; jobs are often not. Existing literature has noted how
truck driving jobs have increasingly been reduced to solely the
task of driving (Viscelli, 2016, 2018). While this supports auto-
mation, one of the major challenges we envisaged to AT
deployment on highways is maintenance and repairs. However,
upon speaking with actors in the trucking industry (interviews
3–9) we found that employed truck drivers do not perform any
significant maintenance and repairs on their truck. Instead, dri-
vers simply call for assistance and trucking companies send out
repair teams or arrange for a repair appointment at the nearest
service station. ATs will therefore need to be able to send out
distress signals and get assistance when needed. While some
drivers indicated that they do perform some maintenance on
their trucks (interview 7,9) this was restricted to minor fixes, for,
e.g., a broken headlight. Often drivers indicated that their com-
panies did not want them to try to repair problems with the truck
but instead rely on expert help. Some trucking jobs are union jobs
and in those cases the drivers often have clauses in their contracts
that restrict them to only driving and not having to perform work
such as maintenance and unloading (interview 2).

The benefits of automation in terms of shorter trip times and
lower costs could quite easily and quickly be incorporated into
trucking operations and logistics, as per one of our interviews
with a Senior Manager at a logistics firm (interview 4). AT startup
executives acknowledged that both weather and lighter regulation
motivated their decision to test in states such as Florida and Texas
(interviews 1,3). This raises questions regarding the widespread
application of this technology to all parts of the continental
United States.

Interestingly, every operator (interviews 5–10) we spoke to said
that they could not see any major barriers to ATs performing
highway journeys. Several of them (interviews 5,9,10) highlighted
the difficulties posed by inclement weather conditions, places
where lane markings are absent, and routing if global positioning
system (GPS) signal is lost, which could mean that some routes
continue to be driven by human drivers. All drivers we spoke to
try to use their maximum allowed driving time of 11 h in a day.
They all also indicated that there are often several weeks where
they do not have any direct contact with their employers and
simply perform their tasks as assigned. All drivers also indicated
their trucks are tracked with GPS and therefore companies and
customers are continuously aware of their location. Our
discussions indicate that the job of long haul trucking has indeed
effectively been reduced to a single task, which-given conducive
external conditions-makes it amenable to automation.

We further offer some propositions for future research to
explore. Owing to the limitations of our sample size, the lack of
segmentation between different types of drivers, and no
consideration of potential confounders, these are not intended
as conclusions.

Proposition 1. A larger volume of shorter trips may not com-
pensate for the loss of work associated with automated long haul
trips. A transfer-hub model will require drivers to shift to short
haul jobs. The most common pay structure currently for “truck-
load" drivers, who haul full truckloads worth of generic con-
tainerized freight for a trucking company (and not for a shipper
like Walmart or Target), is payment per mile of haulage. They are
often not paid for the waiting and paperwork that occurs at the
beginning and end of each trip. Truckload drivers seek to max-
imize the time they keep the cargo moving. A shift to shorter trips
would increase the ratio of stationary (unpaid) to driving (paid)
time, reducing their wages per hour worked (Viscelli, 2016).

In our limited sample there was near consensus among our
interviewees that the shorter trips and lower pay that may come
from urban driving jobs will be unattractive (interviews 5–9).
Therefore, one of the interesting questions for future qualitative
research based on a large sample size would be to understand
operators’ views on shifting to short haul jobs and whether these
might hinder or accelerate a shift to the transfer-hub model.

Proposition 2. Transfer hub deployment could create short haul
jobs in locations that are different from where long haul truckers
currently live. A shift to only urban driving will likely require
operators to live in sub(urban) areas. At least one operator we
spoke with expressed reluctance to shift to short haul trucking for
this reason alone (interview 9). Around 40% of older truckers
come from rural areas so it’s possible that the geographical shift
will prove a barrier to transitioning current operators to short
haul jobs, which speaks to the cultural significance long haul
trucking jobs have carried in the U.S. (Levy, 2015). However,
these new jobs may prove attractive to new truckers joining the
workforce, who are increasingly from urban areas (Cheeseman
Day and Hait, 2019). Again, this is an important question for
future work and will require careful study. Shifting of employ-
ment from rural to urban areas for trucking will naturally have
political implications, particularly given the existing rural-urban
divide in the American political landscape (Thiede et al., 2017).

Proposition 3. Partial automation is viewed negatively by heavy
truck operators, as previous studies have suggested (Slowik and
Sharpe, 2018). Partial automation systems have also been criti-
cized in the broader safety literature as they may lead to disen-
gaged and distracted operators who are too quick to trust the
technology and will be unable to react in a timely and safe
manner should something go wrong (Endsley and Kiris, 1995).
Many companies involved in self-driving technology are in fact
skipping partial automation systems and focusing solely on full
automation (Ayre, 2017, Naughton, 2017, Volvo, 2017). Eco-
nomically, if companies still have to pay drivers for their labor
and also pay for the system, it is difficult to see how this would be
attractive compared to the current system of only paying drivers,
unless the cost savings from increased safety were significant. All
drivers (interviews 5, 7–10) in our limited sample expressed
dislike for partial automation systems that they have used or
experienced such as lane assist and emergency braking. How
might views on such technologies differ depending on the age and
experience of truck drivers? We believe that future work on the
transition from human driven to automated trucks and the
potential role of partial automation systems as a bridge technol-
ogy must take into account the views of drivers, as they will be the
primary users of such technologies.

Conclusion and policy implications
Automation of the major part of the job—in this case highway
driving—will naturally put downward pressure on wages in the
long haul trucking industry. It is unclear that the labor supply will
easily adjust to the new level of prevailing wage and operating
requirements (short haul jobs) in the market. Our limited number
of interviews certainly highlight the challenges employers may
face in transitioning long haul operators to different jobs such as
short haul driving. It also suggests that the deployment of AT is
being driven by techno-economic considerations alone with
limited understanding of the social consequences, consistent with
the broader narrative around automated mobility technologies
(Bissell et al., 2020). Although companies have claimed that such
technologies will benefit truck drivers, our evidence does not
suggest that the motivations of truck drivers are part of the
designed operation of this technology. Moving away from
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industry led visions of AT futures will require a greater under-
standing of the motivations and interests of long haul operators,
and a participatory approach to shaping AT deployment
(Mladenović, 2019).

In the currently envisioned transfer-hub model, short term
adjustment costs are likely and potentially notable. As we show, a
significant share of operator-hours will be affected if the tech-
nology is deployed in all conditions and locations. Further, we
argue that this result is robust to increase in demand for freight
delivered through trucking if as assumed, the cost of long haul
trucking falls due to automation.

We do caution however that the potential loss of a significant
share of operator-hours to automation need not be necessarily
viewed as permanent unemployment or as a permanent welfare
loss. Long haul trucking has been characterized by turnover rates
of nearly 100% in recent years (Association, 2020b). The pro-
fession is increasingly unattractive to potential new entrants with
most new operators lasting less than a year in the job. This has
occurred in substantial part through a concerted effort to make
trucking cheaper by paying drivers less; for example, by
encouraging many drivers to operate as independent contractors
(Viscelli, 2016). Wages may need to increase as these arms-length
employment arrangements are challenged in court and as it
becomes increasingly difficult to find new drivers. This dynamic
may strengthen the economic case for automation.

Historically, technological change has resulted in short term
employment shocks but realignment in the labor market means
that these shocks have limited impact on the broader economy in
the long-run, as new industries grow and workers transition to
new jobs with new skill requirements (Bessen, 2019). Long haul
operators may therefore move across to different sectors after a
period of unemployment, some may transition to lower paying
short haul jobs that will be created by the transfer-hub model,
others may retire prematurely (Waschik et al., 2021).

The sharp reduction in labor cost makes the economics of ATs
compelling but will disrupt livelihoods and, by potentially shifting
demand from rail to trucks, likely also increase emissions of
greenhouse gasses and other air pollutants (Kaack et al., 2018).
The threat of jobs lost due to automation in trucking may also
have profound political impacts, the existing literature has found
increased support for radical right wing parties as the risk of
automation increases (Im et al., 2019). Policymakers could
demand that-in exchange for permission to deploy ATs on public
roads-truck operators re-invest some of the monetary benefits of
reduced labor costs to ameliorate the disruption to employment
and in reducing the environmental footprint of the trucking
industry (Viscelli, 2020). Ultimately, societal and political choices
can determine the mode of deployment of AT capabilities, and
accordingly, the winners and losers of any shift to automation of
long haul trucking.

Data availability
The Commodity Flow Survey (2017) dataset used in this paper is
publicly available from the U.S. Census Bureau.
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